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ION SOURCE AND INJECTOR IMPROVEbtENTS AT THE SLrPERHII_C* LBL--29565

B. Feinberg, G. Behrsing, B. Gavin, S. Ryce, K. Sihler, and D. Syversrud DE91 007645
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720

we describe several recent improvements to the
Adam injector which more than double the injected

Major improvements have been made on the beam into the Bevalac, enhancing secondary beam
.- Adam injector at the SuperHILAC heavy ion production.

accelerator. Adam is a pressurized Cockcroft-

Walton injector, typically run at voltages in excess Column and Source, Magnet,
- of 2 MeV. The PIG ion source was redesigned to Cockcroft- PowerSupplies,

increasethe lengthofthedischargecolumn and the __ Walton SourceCryopump

extractionslit,whileremainingwithinthe magnet _ \ andCompressor

polesof the sourcemagnet. To maintain cooling, _-_ 2., m -_ ._=__partofthe thinnersoft-ironend cap was replaced Triplet-

with a copper section, m_difying the magnetic _1 [[ I_[ IJII [11JIII d'-_'_ -v- |
circuit. These modifications resulted in more than • I_JiilTlllillllli_ r 11.22m |

doublingthe ion beam intensity.A largeliquid 'IkT_llIl _/_I _/ / 2..44m
nitrogen cryotrap within the pressure vessel was w\ _t-- _/_replacedby an RF shielded,commercialcryopump No Gate "_I 1'22rn
head with a custom pumping array. This reduced the Cryopump Valves I Pressure

pressure at the ground end of the injector by an order _ 5.18 m _l I Vessel
of magnitude and reduced that at the source by a

factor of two, even with the additional gas load due to Fig. 1. Sketch of the Adam injector, sho_4ng thethe longer slit. The pressure reduction was essential
to minimize charge exchange loss of the highly limited space available.
charged ions, such as Fe4+. Plans are underway to

replacea 3 wattcryopump intheterminalend witha IonSotmoe_xln_vements
10 watt pump which isexpectedto resultina 50%

fastercooldown time, and greaterthan a 50% As can be seenin Fig.1,spaceinthe Adam
increasein running timebeforeregenerationofthe injectorpressurevessel(165 psi nitrogen)isat a
cryopump isnecessary, premium. All components, includingthe source

magnet,thesourceitself,and thepower suppliesare
optimizedtofitinthe smallestpossiblevolume.The

/ntrod_n PIG ion source 2 was redesigned to accomplish
several objectives without enlarging the overall sizeThe SuperHILAC is used primarily as the

injector for relativistic heavy ion experiments at the of the source. A schematic of the ion source is shown
Bevalac. The middle range of masses is provided by in Fig. 2. Not shown in the diagram is the sputter

electrode (which provides the beam for solid
the Adam injector, 1 a pressurized Cockcroft-Walton elements), located opposite the slit.
injector run at voltages in the range of 2 MeV, shown

in Fig. 1. Experiments at the Bevalac using The principle objective was to lengthen the
secondary beams (radioactive beams produced by ion source active region, providing a longer
fragmentation of the primary beam in a thick target) ionization region and extraction slit. It was hoped
often use ions from Adam for the primary beam. that this would increase the beam intensity while
Since the secondary beam intensity is reduced by keeping the emittance within the acceptance of the
orders of magnitude compared _o that of the primary accelerator. A second objective was to improve the
beams, intensity improvements in the Adam mounting of the vanadium cathode, allowing it to be
injector are crucial to the experiments. In this paper pressed into the holder.

*This work was supported by the Director, Office of To make these changes while remaining
Energy Research, Office of High Energy and within the poles of the magnet, the soft-iron caps on
Nuclear Physics, Division of Nuclear Physics, of the the source needed to be made thinner, which
US Department of Energy under Contract No. DE- presented two problems. First, making the iron
ACD3-76SF00098. thinner would reduce the heat transfer from the
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cathodesto the coolingchannels.Sincethe source The graphclearlyshows thatthenew source,
worksbestatclosetothemaximum power,reducing with the extended slitand the copper end cap,
the power-handling abilitywas not desired, performsbestatallrepetitionrates.These intensity
Secondly,any change in the magneticcircuitwhich increaseswere alsoverifiedatthe exitofthe linac,
resultsin a non-uniformfieldinthe activeregionof where the intensityincreasedby a factoroftwo for
the sourcewould likelydegrade performance.As low pulserateoperation.
can be seen in Fig. 2, the changes increased the non-

uniformity oft}_e end caps in the vicinity ofthe active Injector Intensity
regionofthe source. VS

Old Style Source Repetition Rate
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the Adam ion source. The top -" New Source,Fe Endcaps
partof the schematicshows the previous
version of the source, while the lower part of _- StandardSource
the diagram shows thenew versionofthe

source. Fig.3. Performance of various source models
versus repetitionrate. Intensity is
measured at the entrance to the

Theseproblemswere bothsolvedby replacing SuperHILAC Alvarez linac. The three
thecentralsectionoftheironcapswithcopper.The curvet_representtwo new versions,one
copperconductsheatmuch more eflqcientlythan the withcopperendcapsand theotherwithiron
iron,allowinga much thinnersectionofcopperto endcaps,both with a 19 mm longslit,and
conductthe same heat fluxas the thickeriron.In one olderversionwithan 11 mm longslit.
addition,thecopperisnota highpermeabilitysection
ofthe magneticcircuit,so any non-uniformitiesin

itsthicknessdo not resultin a non-uniformfield. Pumping_nmnts
The fieldis,ofcourse,slightlyreducedby removing

theironfromaboveand belowtheactiveregion,butit Introductionofthe new sourcereinforcedthe "

remains uniform, need forimprovementsin the vacuum system.The
longerslitallowsmore gas toleakoutofthesource,

A number ofsourceswere builttotestthese raising the background pressure. A high
hypotheses.Fig.3 shows theperformanceofseveral background pressureallowsthe high charge state

sources. The sources were run at a number ions(e.g.Fe4+) toexchange electronswith the gas
repetitionratesto representthe variousoperating atoms,especiallyin the low velocityregionat the
conditions, upstream end ofthe acceleratingcolumn where the
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charge exchange cross section is a maximum, changes (with plans for further increases), and have
Charge exchange will cause the ion to be lost, strengthened the construction of the source, allowing
reducing the intensity, for more reliable operation.

One improvement was made at the ground 80°K SuHace
end of the accelerating column shown in Fig. 1. A _[
liquid nitrogen (IN) cryotrap, operating at 77° K,
acted to freeze out gases, thus reducing the _

. background pressure. This was replaced by a 20°K Surface

commercial cryopump refrigerator (CTI 350) 3 and a ActNated "_
custom pumping array, shown in Fig. 4. The custom

• array, necessitated by the available space for the Charcoa[
pump, cools down in approximately 90 minutes. For _,m,--.-.,
typical operating conditions the pressure at the _.m.--.--,

ground end of the column improved by an order of /_"---_ 267 mm
magnitude, and the pressure just dc _nstream of the _ _----_
source, at the upstream end of the column, improved fr __
by a factor of two, even with the additional gas loat_ Cop_r __

due to the longer slit in the new source. Since the _ t_m6 ___

fraction of beam undergoing charge exchange __
fraction is an exponential function of pressure, the --_
factor of two improvement is significant.

The cryogenic refrigerator required
shielding to enable it to function in the field of the _ 140 mm
Cockcroft-Walton. The C-W operates at an RF

frequency of 100 kHz, wi_h the actuating coils Fig. 4. Cryogenic pumping array, composed of
surrounding the cryopump assembly. A copper copper with activated charcoal adsorbent.
shield was constructed to shield the moving parts of
the refrigerator from the RF field, thus removing a
major cause of bearing and motor driveshaft Acknowledgements
failure.

This work could not have been accomplished
A second vacuum improvement to be without the dedicated support of the Bevalac

installed this fall is the installation of a larger operations and electronic maintenance staff, who
compressor for the cryopumps at the source end or'the worked to take the data presented and to maintain the
column. The increased capacity should allow most operation of the injector during these tests.
Bevalac experiments to be completed without a source
change. Changing the source in the Adam injector
typically requires half a shift (4 hours), due to the References
time needed to regenerate the cryopumps and that

needed to pressurize and de-pressurize the injector 1. D.A. Spence, B.F. Gavin, R. Peters, L.L.
tank, so reducing the frequency of source changes Reginato, B.H. Smith, and R.C. Woigast, "A 3-
will be a major improvement. MV Injector for the SuperHilac," IEEE Trans.

Nuc. Sci. NS-18, 97 (1971).
2. B. Gavin, "Anode Sputtering Characteristics of

Conclusion the Berkeley 2.5 MV Source," IEEE Trans. Nuc.
Sci. NS-32, 1008 (1976).

A number of improvements to the Adam 3. CTI-Cryogenics, Waltham, Mass.
injector at the SuperHILAC have been described.
These improvements have as their principle goal
increasing the intensity of the beam delivered to the
Bevalac, especially for secondary beam experiments
which are severely intensity limited. The
improvements hsLve, so far, more than doubled the
beam intensity, increased/ the time between source
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